
The Players
Folk circuit veteran Mark McNeil and rocker Kris Rochard were founding members 
of the popular Hamilton group The Lowest Lanes that played clubs, concerts and 
festivals such as The Festival of Friends. After the group disbanded in 2009, Mark 
and Kris teamed up to focus on songwriting and recording. In this debut release, 
they wrote and recorded all the songs themselves and played nearly all of the 
instruments. It was mixed and mastered by Dan Medakovic of Silver Studios located 
at Sonic Unyon Records in Hamilton.
The Songs
The 12 songs on the CD could be classified as 
adult contemporary. There are country, folk, blues, 
rock and pop influences.
Here are some highlights:
Sunny Days with You
Is a pop duet that was semi-finalist in the 2011 
Song of the Year Awards, a major international 
songwriting competition. Metro News Toronto said 
the song "mixes Rochard and McNeil’s harmonies 
to perfection."
Old Mexico
At the 2012 Songwriters Association of Canada 
Songposium, music industry veteran Bobby Gale 
said "it took me to that place..It was a great 
song...it's the kind of song Jim Cuddy would do.”  
Vancouver  music industry entrepreneur Brian 
Thompson said, “I did like the vocal delivery...I 
think it is a really good song that could very much 
appeal to a Tom Petty kind of a crowd.” Singer-
songwriter Suzie McNeil said “that was my 
favourite on this panel...That chorus is strong."

Shiny Things
The title track is in a Detroit blues style, with 
brilliant harmonica work by Les Smith. The 
song is inspired by a conversation. "Why are 
you so disorganized? You’re always late, losing 
your keys.”  And the other person replied, “I 
guess I get distracted by shiny things.”
Outlaw of Love
Is a wild train ride of a country rocker that takes 
you back to the old west. It’s about being 
attracted to someone who has “misery in (her) 
pocket and the devil somewhere up (her) 
sleeve.”
The Rent is a fast-paced rock song about 
chasing dreams while trying to pay the bills. 
Our Town is a bouncy ride through downtown 
Hamilton, Rain Man is about modern day 
Chicken Littles who see doom in a little drizzle. 
The folkie Drifting takes a look at the virtues of 
being carried by the wind and Other Side of 
the Sun is about going back to one's roots to 
solve a mystery.

Education in the Blues
Inspired from a long ago chat with the late great 
bluesman Brownie McGhee who said “the only 
way to play the blues is to live the blues.” 

The song suggests there should be an honorary 
"blues baccalaureate” or even PhD to 
acknowledge this.. 
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